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Division

Virology

Supervisor

Professor Ian Goodfellow

Project title

Characterisation of the mechanism of norovirus VPg-dependent RNA
synthesis.

Project abstract for advert

Noroviruses have an impact of >$60 billion pa, yet we have no vaccines or
therapeutics. This project will use a combination of molecular and
biochemical approaches to dissect norovirus VPg-primed RNA synthesis.
Building on our exciting unpublished data identifying the RNA structure that
functions as the template and the viral enzymes required for VPg-priming,
we will dissect this complex to better understand this essential step in the
viral life cycle. We will examine its importance for viral replication using
reverse genetics and determine the secondary structure of the viral
genome using a number of methods, including the developed COMRADEs
method.

(Max 100 words)

Full details
(Max 250 words. Will be
published on Departmental
website; do not include
confidential information)

Noroviruses remain one of the most poorly characterised of all viruses yet,
as the major cause of viral gastroenteritis, they have a huge economic
impact.
Noroviruses are positive sense RNA viruses and the infectious viral RNA
has a virus-encoded protein known as VPg attached to the 5’ end of the
genome. VPg plays multiple roles in the viral life cycle, including translation,
and most likely genome encapsidation. VPg is linked to viral RNA during
genome synthesis in a process that is poorly understood but requires the
addition of nucleotides to a highly conserved tyrosine residue in VPg. This
process, known as VPg-guanylylation, is essential for norovirus replication.
Using reverse genetics and in vitro biochemical approaches, we have
identified an RNA sequence/structure that functions as a template for the
transfer of nucleotide to the viral protein VPg. This project will further
dissect these interactions using both biochemical and molecular
approaches. We will identify the regions of the viral genome that bind
directly to viral replicase enzymes involved in VPg nucleotide transfer and
also determine the secondary structure of this RNA using both SHAPE and
our recently developed COMRADES method. Reverse genetics will be use
to examine the role of the structure on viral replication and to identify
mutations that attenuate norovirus replication. This work will use both
murine and human noroviruses, building on recent developments in the
field that allow for authentic human norovirus replication in cell culture using
B cells and intestinal organoids.
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Image(s) related to project
(For use in adverts and on
Departmental website)

5 recent publications

COMRADES determines in vivo RNA structures and interactions. Ziv O,
Gabryelska MM, Lun ATL, Gebert LFR, Sheu-Gruttadauria J, Meredith LW,
Liu ZY, Kwok CK, Qin CF, MacRae IJ, Goodfellow I, Marioni JC, Kudla G,
Miska EA. Nat Methods. 2018 Sep 10. doi: 10.1038/s41592-018-0121-0.
[Epub ahead of print]
miR-155 induction is a marker of murine norovirus infection but does not
contribute to control of replication in vivo. Thorne L, Lu J, Chaudhry
Y, Goodfellow I. Wellcome Open Res. 2018 Apr 18;3:42. doi:
10.12688/wellcomeopenres.14188.1. eCollection 2018.
Targeting macrophage- and intestinal epithelial cell-specific microRNAs
against norovirus restricts replication in vivo. Thorne L, Lu J, Chaudhry Y,
Bailey D, Goodfellow I. J Gen Virol. 2018 Apr 23. doi:
10.1099/jgv.0.001065. [Epub ahead of print]
Norovirus-Mediated Modification of the Translational Landscape via Virus
and Host-Induced Cleavage of Translation Initiation Factors. Emmott E,
Sorgeloos F, Caddy SL, Vashist S, Sosnovtsev S, Lloyd R, Heesom K,
Locker N, Goodfellow I. Mol Cell Proteomics. 2017 Apr;16(4 suppl
1):S215-S229. doi: 10.1074/mcp.M116.062448. Epub 2017 Jan 13.
Protein-RNA linkage and posttranslational modifications of feline calicivirus
and murine norovirus VPg proteins. Olspert A, Hosmillo M, Chaudhry Y,
Peil L, Truve E, Goodfellow I. PeerJ. 2016 Jun 28;4:e2134. doi:
10.7717/peerj.2134. eCollection 2016.

Confidential Information (for Departmental use only)
Current funding
(Include value and end
dates)

Wellcome Trust Provision for Public Engagement, April 2018 –
March 2021
‘Infectious science engagement activities in post- Ebola Sierra
Leone’
£144,350
Ref: 207498/Z/17/A
Wellcome Trust Senior Fellowship (Renewal) October 2017-
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September 2022
‘Entry, innate sensing and replication of enteropathogenic
caliciviruses’
£2,284,335
Wellcome Trust Collaborative Award October 2017 – September
2022
‘Putting genomic surveillance at the heart of viral epidemic
response’
~£450,000
NERC June 2016-December 2018
‘New approaches for the quantitative detection of human
pathogenic viruses within the freshwater-marine continuum’
£249,415
BBSRC January 2016- December 2018
‘Understanding the reprogramming of host mRNA translation during
calicivirus infection’
£397,010. 3.75 hours per week.
Ref: BB/N001176/1
Wellcome Trust Multi-user Equipment Grant September 2014 –
August 2019
‘Provision of high-resolution proteomics to enhance forward and
back translation research’
Co-applicant with 9 colleagues and collaborators from University of
Cambridge and Bristol
£399,998
Ref: 104914/Z/14/Z
BBSRC March 2013-December 2018
‘Developing Rapid Responses to Emerging Virus Infections of Poultry
(DRREVIP)’
Co-applicant with 9 Colleagues. 3.75 hours per week
£6,2419,00 (>£600K directly allocated to IG)

Co-funding for studentship
(Optional; include details of
co-funding that is being
sought or has been
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obtained)
Laboratory members in
October 2019

Dr Luke Meredith
Dr Myra Hosmillo

(For students, include source
of funding and start date)

Dr Patricia Domingues
Dr Adam Lopez-Denman
Yasmin Goodfellow
Tim Fitsmaurice
Anna Yakovleva (Oct 2016) – BBSRC iCase award with Cell Guidance
Systems
Sabastine Arthur (Oct 2016) – Cambridge Africa

Additional information
(Optional; Include any
confidential project
information here)

I have been in the Department for over 6 years and during this time I have
recruited, supervised and in some cases directly funded, 11 MPhil or PhD
students through independently awarded fellowships, external grant
applications or using my start-up funds. This is my first application for a
Departmental PhD studentship.
I currently have three students in their final year – one of which is part of
the NIH OX-Cam programme and is therefore based at the NIH and not
listed above. The award of a departmental studentship would enable me to
ensure continuity of the cohort of PhD students in my lab and enable us to
complete an exciting body of work.

For Head of Division to complete
Importance of project to
the Division

This is a very interesting molecular virology project on an important human
pathogen. Ian has two students and has not had a Departmental
studentship before. Rank 2.

(Include ranking if your
division is submitting more
than one proposal)

Heads of Division, please complete and return to the admin office hod.sec@path.cam.ac.uk by
Wednesday 26th September 2018.

